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SECTION 3 

HYDROGEOLOGICAL. DESCRWFION 

Detailed geotechnical and geological studies of the entire North Hollywood 

alignment have been conducted by various consultants and have been previously reported. 

For the purpose of summarizing the hydrogeology of the site, the following were reviewed: 

geotechnical investigation reports by The Earth Technology Corporation (TETC) [Ref. 2 

and 3], and Segment 3 (R82) groundwater analysis report by Engineering-Science, Inc. 

(ES) [Ref. 4]. In addition to the report review, the Los Angeles County Flood Control 

District, the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation and Department of Water and 

Power, and Engineering Management Consultants (EMC) were contacted by telephone and 

in person for review of files pertaining to the site. The reviews provided a knowledge of 
the hydrogeology of the shaft site, including the projection of quantity and duration of the 

dewatering flows, topography of the discharge location, accessibility from the site to the 

discharge points, and groundwater quality. 

The shaft will be located in the eastern portion of the Santa Monica Mountains 

between the Hollywood Fault on the south and the Benedict Canyon Fault on the north. 

Near the shaft, the mountains are approximately three miles wide and consist of 

sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks ranging in age from Cretaceous to Upper 
Miocene. The rocks are discontinuous and comprise seven! formations including the 

Plutonic, Chico, Siini, Las Virgenes, and Upper, Middle and Lower Topanga Formations. 
These rocks were grouped by TETC according to lithology and geologic age. Figure 2 

presents a geological profile along the tunnel alignment and the Mid-Line Ventilation Shaft, 

as adopted from the TETC report. At its current site, the shaft will be surrounded by Chico 
Formation and plutonic rock. 

The Chico Formation extends from the surface to 400 feet in depth and consists of 
gravel and cobble conglomerates, thin claystone/shale layers, and interbedded sandstone. 
The rock is unaltered at tunnel depth and weathered near the surface. It is slightly to 
moderately well cemented, and jointed. The joints are closely spaced, tight, or filled with 

clay. 
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SECTION 1 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Construction of the Mid-Line Vent Shaft (C0311) in the Santa Monica Mountains 

along the North I ollywood alignment (P.82) of the Metro Red Line Segment 3 will require 

dewatering of the groundwater. The dewatering flows were projected by the Engineering 

Management Consultants (EMC) as 500 gallons per minute (gpm) at steady-state operation. 

following an initial flow of 1,500 gpm during startup (2 to 4 weeks). The purpose of this 

study was to evaluate the options for discharge of the water and recommend to the Los 

Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) the most suitable 

alternative(s). The topography of the shaft site and discharge locations, costs, 

implementation constraints and project schedule were considered in the evaluation of the 

alternatives. Sanitary sewer and storm drain discharge options, and potential for recharge 

(spreading) and reuse for landscape irrigation were the primary focus of the study. The 

location of the site, being in the mountains, limits the flexibility in exercising the options 

for effective management of the dewatering flows. 

The hydrogeology of the site dictates that as the shaft excavation proceeds through 

the different geological formations, namely Chico and Plutonic, it is likely to encounter 

water of varying mineral quality. The concentration levels of the mineral constituents are 

expected to decrease over depth. The hydrogeological boundaries of the shaft site also 

indicate that the groundwater to be dewatered is not within the jurisdiction of the Upper Los 

Angeles River Area (ULARA) Watermaster, and hence no water rights issues are involved. 

Limited water quality analyses were obtained by sampling groundwater from two existing 

monitoring wells, previously installed by The Earth Technology Corporation (TETC). The 

sample results indicated that suspended solids (SS) and biological oxygen demand (BOD) 

may be higher than the NPDES Permit discharge standards. It is therefore recommended 

that MTA/RCC plan for the installation of a settling tank to handle dewatering flows of up 

1,500 gpm at the shaft site. Considerations for space and location of the dewatering pumps 

and the settling tank must be addressed as part of the contract specifications for the Mid- 

Line Vent Shaft construction. 

There is very limited scope for reusing the dewatering flows, either by recharge or 

through irrigation. Both recharge by spreading and reinjection do not appear to be feasible, 
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due to prohibitive costs. While spreading may require up to 271 acres of land, reinjection 

will require extensive pumping and permitting. Reuse of the water for irrigation of natural 

vegetation within the vicinity of the Runyon Canyon Park is not recommended because the 

Department of Parks and Recreation prohibits this practice due to fire hazards. The only 

possible location is the Wattles Garden Park adjacent to Curson Avenue; however, only 2% 

(approximately 10 gprn) of the project dewatering flows will be needed for landscaping at 

this location. Such low demand does not justify pursuing this option due to expensive costs 

and time involved in the permitting and monitoring processes. Presence of trace 

radionuclides and slightly high BOD and SS levels also further discourages the 

recommendation of this option. 

Discharge to the sanitary sewer or storm drain is possible although they are remotely 

located in the mountains. The sanitary sewer on Solar Drive will be the closest discharge 

point, however, such high discharge flows may not be allowed by the City of Los Angeles. 

Also, the existing 8-inch sewer line may not be adequate to carry the additional flow from 

the dewatering operation. The sanitary sewer discharge will also be costly in terms of 

sewer usage fees, which will be approximately $500,000 (0.5 Million dollars). 

Discharge to a storm drain that is connected to the Los Angeles River is possible, 

only if a tunnel route exists from the shaft to Universal City. The execution of this option 

will be justified only if an existing pipeline within the tunnel can be used, since pumping, 

construction of a new pipeline (9,000 feet) and installation of wells for this purpose can cost 

up to $250,000. Use of an existing pipeline will bring the costs down to $100,000. For 

the present construction schedule this option may not be possible, however it is a 

recommended option if a change occurs in the construction schedule such as to implement 

this alternative. Discharge of the dewatering flows via the Universal City outfall can be 

covered by the MTA's Project-wide NPDES Permit through an amendment. 

The two nearest storm drains are located on Curson Avenue and L.armar Avenue 

both within 3,000 feet from the shaft site. Both the storm drains discharge to the Ballona 

Creek. Costs for construction of the discharge system will be higher for the Larmar 

Avenue discharge because of pumping needs, whereas discharge at Curson Avenue will be 

by gravity flow. Combined permitting and construction costs for the Curson Avenue 

discharge will be $100,000 whereas for the Larmar Avenue discharge the total costs will be 

$135, 000. 
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Discharge at Curson Avenue is recommended over Larmar Avenue discharge, not 

only because of the lower costs but also due to the logistics and implementation 

Iconsiderations. It may also be argued that potential for landscape irrigation reuse at Waffles 

Garden Park near Curson Avenue, would strengthen the selection of the Curson Avenue 

discharge alternative. However, for reasons outlined above (costs for permitting and 

excessive monitoring), this reuse option is not recommended. Discharge at either of the 

storm drains will require a NPDES Permit from the RWQCB. Either a General NPDES 

Permit can be obtained for this purpose, or the Project-wide NPDES Permit can be 

amended to include the dewatering flows from the shaft site. The General Permit requires 

less time (one month) for processing and approval compared to six to nine months required 

for the amendment. Additional time for.the City or County permits must be considered. 

In addition to the NPDES Permit, discharge to the storm drain on Curson Avenue 

will require a connection permit from the Los Angeles County Flood Control District 

(LACFCD) and construction related permits from the City of Los Angeles. LACFCD also 

requires design drawings of the connection, and a hydraulic analysis to demonstrate that the 

project dewatering flows will not overload the existing storm drain system on Curson 

Avenue. On the other hand, discharge at the Larmar Avenue storm drain is expected to 

require minimal permitting from the City of Los Angeles. 

The scope of the study was limited to the selection of a discharge alternative with 

respect to the present shaft location only; however, for different locations of the vertical 

shaft, or for a horizontal shaft at the same site, the information presented in this report can 

still be used on a limited scale. For instance, the logistics of the discharge system such as 

the need for a settling tank and permitting requirements and fees associated with them are 

applicable 
for most discharge options. 
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SECTION 2 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 LOCATION 

The North Hollywood segment (R82) of Metro Red Line Segment 3 will extend from 
I the terminus of Segment 2 at the Hollywood/Highland Station through the Santa Monica 

Mountains to the North Hollywood Station at L.ankershim/Chandler, a total distance of 6.3 

miles. The alignment will include a Mid-Line Ventilation Shaft, between Universal City 

Station and the La Brea Shaft. Construction of the ventilation shaft will require excavation of 

an 800 feet vertical ventilation sink in the Santa Monica mountains. Since the groundwater I 
table is present above the proposed tunnel alignment through the mountains, the construction / 
of the shaft will require dewatering of the groundwater to facilitate the excavation. 

I 
Groundwater that will be encountered during the excavation of the Mid-Line Vent Shaft at its 

present location is not within the jurisdiction of the Upper Los Angeles River Area (ULARA) 

Watermaster. and hence no water rights issues are involved [Ref. 1]. Figure 1 presents a 

layout of the Metro Red Line, Segments 1, 2 and 3. 

2.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND I 

Groundwater at the proposed shaft location occurs approximately 130 feet below 

ground surface, or 700 feet above the tunnel crown, thereby requiring dewatering during the 

construction phase. When no reuse alternatives are available, the extracted groundwater is 

normally discharged to a storm drain or sanitary sewer system. Discharge to the storm drain I 
will require a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit administered 

by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), while sanitary sewer discharge is 
I 

regulated by the local city or county. The location of the Mid-Line Vent Shaft is within the 

Santa Monica Mountains where storm drainage system conveyances are remotely located 

relative to the construction site, and the projected dewatering flows may be too high to 

discharge to the nearby sanitary sewer. 
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2.3 SCOPE 

IThe purpose of this report is to present different alternatives for the discharge/reuse of 
groundwater dewatering flows generated from the construction of the shaft. Section 3 

Idescribes the hydrogeology of the site, summarized from previous studies of the alignment. 

Section 4 presents the groundwater quality likely to be encountered during actual dewatering. 

I 
The groundwater quality as reported in previous studies, and present conditions as found from 

fresh groundwater samples are summarized in this section. The various discharge alternatives 

ranging from discharge to the storm drain or sanitary sewer to recharge by spreading, are 
Ipresented in Section 5. The permitting requirements, feasibility and logistics for the 

implementation of each alternative, suitable locations for discharge or recharge and costs 

Iassociated with each discharge alternative are also discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes 

the report by identifying the best available solution, implementation requirements, and 

Irecommendations. 
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SECTION 3 

IHYDROGEOLOGICAL 

Detailed geotechnical and geological studies of the entire North Hollywood 

alignment have been conducted by various consultants and have been previously reported. 

For the purpose of summarizing the hydrogeology of the site, the following were reviewed: 

geotechnical investigation reports by The Earth Technology Corporation (TETC) [Ref. 2 

and 3], and Segment 3 (R82) groundwater analysis report by Engineering-Science. Inc. 

(ES) [Ref. 4]. In addition to the report review, the Los Angeles County Flood Control 

District, 

the City of Los Angeles - Bureau of Sanitation and Department of Water and 

Power, and Engineering Management Consultants (EMC) were contacted by telephone and 

in person for review of files pertaining to the site. The reviews provided a knowledge of 

the hydrogeology of the shaft site, including the projection of quantity and duration of the 

dewatering flows, topography of the discharge location, accessibility from the site to the 

discharge 
points, and groundwater quality. 

I 
The shaft will be located in the eastern portion of the Santa Monica Mountains 

between the Hollywood Fault on the south and the Benedict Canyon Fault on the north. 

I 
Near the shaft, the mountains are approximately three miles wide and consist of 
sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks ranging in age from Cretaceous to Upper 

Miocene. The rocks are discontinuous and comprise several formations including the 

IPlutonic, Chico, Simi, Las Virgenes, and Upper, Middle and Lower Topanga Formations. 

These rocks were grouped by TETC according to lithology and geologic age. Figure 2 

Ipresents a geological profile along the tunnel alignment and the Mid-Line Ventilation Shaft, 

as adopted from the TETC report. At its current site, the shaft will be surrounded by Chico 

Formation and plutonic rock. 

The Chico Formation extends from the surface to 400 feet in depth and consists of 
Igravel and cobble conglomerates, thin claystone/shale layers, and interbedded sandstone. 

The rock is unaltered at tunnel depth and weathered near the surface. It is slightly to 

Imoderately well cemented, and jointed. The joints are closely spaced, tight, or filled with 

clay. 

I 
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The Chico is truncated by a sheared zone forming an unnamed fault. The fault is 

approximately 15 feet wide and contains brecciated/sheared rock, siltstone clans, and other 

conglomeritic fragments. Weathering and shearing are anticipated on the upper and lower 

fault surface. 

Underlying the fault, are plutonic rocks comprising undifferentiated granodiorite, 

quartz diorite, and quartz monzonite. These rocks are generally massive and irregularly 

jointed and fractured. The joint spacings range from 2 to 8 inches, but may be less in the 

shaft alignment. The fracture spacings are from a few inches to tens of feet and form 

weathered and brecciated zones within the rock. 

Groundwater occurs approximately 130 feet below ground surface, or 700 feet 

above the tunnel crown, and flows south in response to the topography and the degree of 
fracturing within each rock type. During construction of the Los Angeles Sewer tunnel, 70 

and 850 gallons per minute (pm) of groundwater flowed from the sedimentary (including 

conglorneritic) and plutonic rocks, respectively. These flows correspond to 100,000 gpd 

and 1.221.000 pd, respectively. 

In May 1994, EMC provided estimates of flow rates for the dewatering operation to 

constnict the proposed Mid-Line Vent Shaft. Their estimate indicated that during the initial 

2 to 4 weeks of construction, the flow rate will be high at 1.500 pm; after this initial 

period, a steady-state flow of 400-600 pm is expected [Ref. 5]. For the purpose of the 
discharge alternatives study in this report, a flow rate of 500 gpm from dewatering 
operations was considered. 
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SECTION 4 

IGROUNDWATER QUALITY 

4.1 TETC STUDY 

Groundwater quality for the Santa Monica mountains was assessed from data 

Icollected by The Earth Technology Corporation [Ref. 2], which indicated varying 

groundwater quality according to rock type. The groundwater in the undifferentiated 

Igranite/granodiorite appears to contain mineral constituents in low levels. Groundwater in 

the Chico. Middle Topanga, and Upper Topanga fonnations contains high total dissolves 

I 
solids (TDS) and sulfate. Two monitoring wells installed by the TETC, were identified to 

be close to the shaft site: SM-3A and SM-6A, located in the tunnel right-of-way within the 

I 
vicinity of the site. Results of sampling from these wells by TETC indicate that 

concentrations of volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, total 

recoverable petroleum hydrocarbons, and oil and grease were detected sporadically at low 

Ilevels. The report suggests that low concentrations of chloroform, bis (2-ethylhexyl) 

phthalate, and oil and grease may have resulted from drilling/sampling methods. The basis 

for this conclusion was limited quality control sample analyses of laboratory and trip 

blanks. The results also indicate the presence of relatively high TDS and sulfate 

iconcentrations 
in SM-6A. TETC groundwater analytical results are summarized in Table 1. 

4.2 SAMPLING BY ES 

To obtain the present groundwater quality near the shaft site and as a cross reference 

to the TETC study, samples from monitoring wells SM-3A and SM-6A were obtained on 
May 17, 1994 by Engineering-Science (ES) personnel. The sample parameters including 
radionuclides were selected based on recommendation by the RWQCB staff. The well 

Ilocations and sampling procedures are summarized below. The analytical results are 

summarized in Table 1. 

1 4.2.1 Well Locations 

IWell SM-3A is located in Hollywood on Fuller Avenue inside the Runyon Canyon 
Park Gate, and well SM-6A is located in the Runyon Canyon Park off Muiholland Drive at 

the terminus of Desmond Estates Road. Figure 1 shows the locations of the wells. Figure 
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pump was then run for approximately five minutes while fully submersed. All equipment 

was rinsed thoroughly prior to subsequent use. 

4.2.5 Transport of Purged Water 

Fluids produced from the well purging and decontamination activities were placed in 

I 
drums and transported to the MTA Temporary Storage Area, located at 840 Commercial 

Street in Los Angeles. Based on analysis of the groundwater from these wells, the 

groundwater is considered 'clean" by all definitions of federal, state and local laws and 

Iregulations. 

4.2.6 Sample Analytical Results 

Samples were analyzed by B C Analytical, a State certified laboratory. The results 

Iindicated that no semi volatile and volatile constituents were present in the water, except 

phthalates. The presence of phthalates can be attributed to possible sampling or laboratory 

I 
cross contamination. Gross Alpha was detected in SM-6A at 11±6.6 pCi/L. At the lower 

end of the concentration (i.e. 4.4 pCiIL), the Gross Alpha particle activity is within the 

California Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for drinking water. Asbestos fibers were 

also detected in trace levels at SM-6A . TDS and sulfate concentrations ranged from 410 

and 63 mg/L in SM-3A to 1,100 and 500 mg/L in SM-6A, respectively. Suspended solids 

and BOD5 were detected at levels exceeding regulatory limits for discharge in samples from 

SM-oA and SM-3A, respectively. 

1 4.3 SUMMARY 

ISM-6A is installed in the Chico formation and SM-3A in the plutonic rock 
formation. Sample results from TETC and ES indicate that water quality parameters, 

I 
specifically TDS and sulfate, are at low concentrations in the undifferentiated plutonic rock 

formation and high in the Chico Formation. Since shaft excavation will penetrate through 
both rock formations, it is possible that the quality of the dewatering fluids will change in 

Iterms of TDS and sulfate (i.e. decreasing TDS and sulfate from top to bottom). The high 

TDS and sulfate concentrations are not expected to impact storm drain or sewer discharge 

Ialternatives under study 

I 
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I 
Table 1 

ISummary of Analyses of Groundwater Samples from SM-6A and SM-3A 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

LI 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

Parameter 

ES- Results TETC- Results 

05/17/94 05/17/94 07/93 07/93 

SM4A SM-34 SM-6A SM-iA 
Arsenic. mg/L <0.002 <0.002 ND ND 
Antimony. rng/L C 0.1 <0.1 ND ND 
Barium. mg/L 0.026 0.028 0.013 0.05 
Beryllium. rng/L <0.001 <0.001 ND ND 
Cadmium, mg/L <0.005 <0.005 ND ND 
Chromium, mg/L <0.01 <0.01 ND ND 
Cobalt, mg/L <0.04 <0.04 ND ND 
Copper. mg/I <0.02 <0.02 ND ND 
Lead, mg/L <0.05 <0.05 ND ND 
Mercury, rng/L <0.0002 <0.0002 ND ND 
Molybdenum, mg/I <0.01 <0.01 ND ND 
Nickel. mg/L <0.04 <0.04 ND ND 
Selenium. mg/L <0.004 <0.004 ND ND 
Silver. mg/L <0.01 <0.01 ND ND 
Thallium, mg/L <0.07 <0.07 ND ND 
Vanadium. mg/L <0.04 <0.04 ND ND 
Zinc. rng/L 0.022 < 0.01 0.04 0.025 
Total Fibers, MFL 18 ND - - 

Asbestos Fibers. Fibers > 10 urn in length. MFL 4.4 ND - 

Asbestos Fibers. Fibers > 5 urn in length, MFL 8.8 MD - - 

Survival Undiluted Waste, Percent 100 tOO - - 

Cyanide, mg/L <0.02 < 0.02 - - 

Nitrate + Nitrite (as NOD). mg/L <0.2 2.1 ND ND 
Nitrtate + Nitrite (as N), mg/I < 0.05 0.47 ND 62 
Oil and Grease. mg/L 0.29 C 0.2 ND 0.06 
BODs. mg/I < 7 56 4.2 2.2 
Sulfate. mg/I 500 63 470 78 
Turbidity, NTU 38 4.5 320 190 
Sulfide, mg/I <0.1 <0.1 ND ND 
Dissolved Solids,mg/L 1100 410 1020 590 
Settleable Solids, mL/L C 0.1 C 0.1 1.5 0.6 
Suspended Solids. TSS. mg/L 58 C 5 870 500 
Chloride. mg/I 49 37 46 32 
Boron, mg/L 0.082 0.0760 - - 

Radioactivity- Gross Alpha. pCi/I ii ± 6.6 7.4 ± 5.6 
Radioactivity- Gross Beta, pCi/I 11 ± 2.8 13 ± 4.0 
l,2.4-Trichlorobenzene. ug/L C 5 C 5 - - 

l.2-Dichlorobenzene, ugiL C 6 C 6 ND ND 
I .2-Diphenylbydrazine. ug/L C 5 .c S - - 

ND None Detected at Laboratory Detection Limits 
Not Analyzed 

I 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Summary of Analyses of Groundwater Samples from SM-6A and SM-3A 

Hexachiorocyclopentadiene. ug/L C 5 C 5 ND ND 
Hexachioroethane. ug/L < 5 C 5 ND ND 
Indeno(1,2.3-c,d)pyrene. ug/L C 7 C 7 ND ND 
Isophorone, ug/L C 5 < 5 ND ND 
N-Nitrosodimethylamine. ug/L C 6 C 6 ND ND 
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine, ug/L C 5 c 5 ND ND 
N-Nitrosodi-n-propylamine, ug/L C 6 C 6 ND ND 
Nitrobenzene, ug/L C 5 < 5 ND ND 
Naphthalene, ug/L C S C 5 ND ND 
Phenanthrene, ug/L C 5 < 5 ND ND 
Phenol, ug/L C 5 < 5 ND ND 
Pentachiorophenol. ug/L C 5 C 5 ND ND 
Pyrene.ug/L CS CS ND ND 
Pyridine, ug/L C 10 < 10 ND ND 
Bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane. ug/L C 5 C 5 ND ND 
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether. ug/L C 5 C 5 ND ND 
Bis(2-chloroisopropyl)ether, ugfL < 6 C 6 ND ND 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, ug/L 10 II ND ND 
1,1, I -Trichloroethane, ug/L C I C I ND ND 
1,1 ,2-Trichlor-1 ,2,3-trifluoroethane, ug/L - - ND ND 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane, ug/L C 1 C I ND ND 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane, ug/L C I C 1 ND ND 
1,1 -Dichloroethane , ug/L C I C 1 ND ND 
1.1 -Dichloroethene, ug/L C I C I ND ND 
1,2-Dichloroethane, ug/L C 1 C I ND ND 
1.2-Dichlorobenzene. ug/L C 1 C 1 - - 

l,2-Dichloropropane, ug/L C I C I ND ND 
1,3-Dichlorobenzene, ug/L C 1 C I - - 

I ,4-Dichlorobenzene, ug/L C 1 C I - - 

2-Chloroethylvinylether, ug/L C I C I - - 

2-Hexanone, ug/L <5 <5 ND ND 
Acetone, ug/L C 20 C 20 ND ND 
Acrolein. ug/L C 50 C 50 - 

Acrylonitrile, ug/L C 50 C 50 - - 

Bromodichioromethane, ug/L < 1 C I ND ND 
Bromomethane. ng/L < I C 1 ND ND 
Benzene, ug/L C 1 C I ND ND 
Bromofonn, ug/L C 1 C I ND ND 
Chlorobenzene, ug/L C I C I ND ND 
Carbon Tetrachloride, ug/L C 1 C I ND ND 
Chloroethane, ug/L C I C 1 ND ND 
Chloroform, ug/L < 1 C I ND ND 
Chloromethane, ug/L C 1 C I ND ND 
Carbon Disulfide, ug/L < 2 C 2 ND ND 
Dibromochloromethane, ug/L C 1 c I - - 

Ethvlbenzene, ugIL C I < I ND ND 
FreonlI3,ug/L <2 <2 - - 

Methyl ethyl ketone, ug/L C 5 C 5 - - 

ND - None Detected at Laboratoty Detection Limits 
Not Analyzed 

I 
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SECTION 5 

ALTERNATIVES STUDY 

Several alternatives are evaluated and presented in this report, for management of 

groundwater generated from the shaft, including discharging the groundwater to sanitary or 

storm sewers and recharging by spreading or irrigation. In general, the criteria used in this 

evaluation include relative effectiveness, cost, permitting requirements, and scheduling 

needs of each option. The alternatives are summarized in Table 3. Each alternative is 

considered for a projected steady-state dewatering flow rate of 500 gpm, as estimated by the 

EMC. 

To compare the different alternatives in terms of costs, a preliminary cost estimate 

was prepared. The scope of the cost estimate was based on construction and operation of a 

conveyance system initiating from the proposed settling tank at the dewatering site to the 

various discharge locations. Costs associated with pumping the dewatered flows from the 

shaft sink to the proposed settling tank, and labor costs for the operation and maintenance 

of the discharge system are not included in the estimate. The cost estimate worksheets and 

the assumptions used in the calculations are included in Appendix A. 

5.1 DISCHARGE TO SANITARY SEWER 

The Mid-Line Vent Shaft site is approximately 300 feet away from an existing 

manhole and sanitary sewer system, located on Solar Drive. The sanitary sewer system is 

maintained by the City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works. To discharge to the 

sewer manhole which is at a higher elevation than the shaft site, the dewatered flows will 
require pumping. A below-grade pipeline could be placed along a LADWP access road for 
this purpose. The below-grade pipeline is suggested so as not to interfere with construction 

machinery and traffic. The existing 8" vitrified clay pipe (VCP) sewer line along Solar 
Drive conveys sanitary waste to the Flyperion Treatment Plant located in Playa Del Rey. 

Discharge to the sanitary sewer is discouraged by the RWQCB and the City of Los 

Angeles (City). Discharge under this alternative will require permit approval from the City 

Bureau of Engineering and Bureau of Sanitation Industhal Waste Division. The following 

is a list of the permits and fees associated with this discharge alternative: 

FINAL 
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I 

Project is not classified as a SIU and is on an exempt status. Therefore, this fee 

not be applicable. 

A limited construction cost estimate was prepared for the piping, trenching, 

backfilling, 
street resurfacing and pumping needs. This estimate amounts to approximately 

$85,000 for the three year dewatering period. The estimate does not include any labor cost 

associated with the operation and maintenance of the system along the LADWP access road. 

Figure 3 presents a plan view of the shaft site and the connection to the existing sewer 

manhole, and Figure 4 presents a schematic of the discharge route. 

Combining the construction costs and permitting fees, implementation of this 

Idischarge alternative will cost approximately $532,000. The costs can be reduced in half if 

after one year of discharge to the sanitary sewer, the flow is transported through the 

Iexcavated tunnel section and discharged to the Los Angeles River near University City. 

The costs for this combination of discharges are estimated to be approximately $250,000. 

5.2 DISCHARGE TO STORM DRAIN (BALLONA CREEK) 

The Mid-Line Vent Shaft site is within the Santa Monica Mountains where storm 

drainage system conveyances are remotely located relative to the excavation site. However, 

I 
there are two locations where the flow can be discharged to the existing storm drain system; 

Larmar Avenue and Curson Avenue. Both storm drains ultimately discharge to the Ballona 

iCreek. 
Discharge of extracted groundwater to the storm drain system requires a NPDES 

Ipermit administered by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). In the case 

of discharge at Larmar Avenue or Curson Avenue, a General NPDES permit from the 

RWQCB, Los Angeles Region, will be required. The General NPDES Permit will cost 

$1,000 and may take up to 2 months for processing by the RWQCB. General Permit 

I 
..requirements and key discharge limitations are summarized in Table 2. Receiving water 

criteria with respect to TDS chloride and sulfate concentrations do not apply to Ballona 

Creek. It is also possible to discharge the dewatering flows under the project-wide NPDES 

IPermit through an amendment. However, the amendment will require six to nine months 

for processing and approval by the RWQCB. 

I 
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A settling tank must be provided if high levels of suspended solids and settleable matter 

are encountered. Based on the groundwater sampling data from monitoring wells SM-3A 

Iand SM-oA (refer Table 1), treatment of dewatered flows for other constituents is not 

Irequired. 

For the storm drain discharge, MTA/RCC will be required to implement and 

I 
conduct a river monitoring program to verif' that project discharges do not exceed 

applicable NPDES Permit limits. 

1 5.2.1 Larmar Avenue 

IThe nearest accessible storm drain inlet is located approximately 1,400 feet east of 
the Mid-Line Vent Shaft site on Larmar Avenue, and drains to the Ballona Creek. This 

Istorm drain system is maintained and managed by the City of Los Angeles 

The 

location of the shaft in the mountains and the topography require that the 

dewatering flow be conveyed in three piping segments. The first segment will consist of a 

below-grade pipe from the shaft site to a ridge 450 feet east of the site. Since the ridge is at 

a higher elevation, pumping will be required. Below-grade piping is recommended because 

of the LADWP access road interference. The second segment will be a pipe from the ridge 

to the edge of the cul-de-sac at I.armar Avenue. This piping segment will be above-grade, 

except at Runyon Canyon Drive crossing. This crossing is a paved 12-foot wide private 

I 
street, and hence the proposed pipe will be placed below-grade. The second segment is 

approximately 450 feet long. The third segment will be a temporary below-grade pipe from 

I 
the cul-de-sac to the nearest catch basin on Larmar Avenue, which will be approximately 
500 feet. Again, below-grade piping is recommended because of the residential properties 
along L.armar Avenue. The overall length of the pipe will be approximately 1,400 feet 

Ifrom the shaft site to the discharge location. 

IFigures 5 and 6 present a plan view and a schematic, respectively, of the dewatering 
flow conveyance from the shaft site to the storm drain system at Larmar Avenue. 

I 

I 
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shaft site. Figure 7 presents a plan view of the Curson Avenue discharge location with 

respect to the shaft site. An advantage of this alternative is that the flow will be by gravity, 

and hence will not require pumping. The storm drain system on Curson Avenue is 

maintained and managed by the County of Los Angeles Flood Control District (LACFCD). 

The proposed discharge route will be through Curson Canyon which stretches 

approximately 2,200 feet down-hill from the shaft site to the edge of Curson 

Avenue/Wattles Drive. A drain pipe shall be placed above-grade along the canyon with an 

exception where the pipe crosses a 12-foot wide paved trail path. The pipe shall be placed 

below grade at the trail path crossing. From the edge of Curson Avenue to the nearest 

catch basin approximately 800 feet away, a temporary beLow-grade pipe needs to be 

constructed. Presented in Figure 8 is a schematic of the proposed discharge route from the 

site to the Curson Avenue storm drain. 

In addition to the NPDES Permit, the Curson Avenue discharge alternative requires 

the following: 

Storm drain connection application/permit from the L.A. County Flood Control 

UDistrict: The fee for the storm drain coniiection permit will be approximately $400 

($100 plan check fee and a $300 inspection fee). From the time of submittal, 

I 
approximately 45 days will be required for approval. With the application package, 

the LACFCD may also require a hydraulic analysis using the County WSPG 

program to demonstrate that project dewatering flows will not overburden the storm 

Idrain system. A structural design detail shóing the proposed connection to the 

catch basin is required. Additional plans as outlined in the LACFCD guidelines 

Imay be required. 

Revocable Permit to Occupy, Resurfacing "A Permit" and Bonded Contract 

Irequirements by the City: As described in the requirements for the Larmar Avenue 

Idischarge alternative, Section 5.2.1. 

A limited cost estimate for piping, trenching, backfilling and street resurfacing 

Iindicated approximately $81,000 cost expenditure for construction. 
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Packard Tests was to assess potential groundwater seepage into the proposed tunnel 

alignment 800 feet bgs. 

At either location, the potential for groundwater to flow through fractures and re- 

Ienter the shaft or tunnels, creating added costs through construction delays and the need for 

additional dewatering, can not be entirely ruled out. The history of construction of the 

Inearby Metropolitan Water District (MWD) tunnel reveals that increased groundwater flows 

were encountered during storm events [Ref. 2]. 

For the purpose of this study, a potential spreading basin ranging from 14 to 271 

acres could not be located or identified in the vicinity of the site. Costs associated with 

Iacquisition of land are generally based on location and acreage. Due to the several 

Iunknown variables associated with this alternative, construction costs were not evaluated. 

5.5 REUSE FOR LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION 

Runyon Canyon Park consists mainly of natural vegetation with a very limited 

I 

landscaped area. It was found that the Department of Parks and Recreation does not 

irrigate natural vegetation to minimize potential fire hazards and maintenance by the 

Department. Therefore, Runyon Canyon Park can not be considered as a potential user of 
Idewatered flows. 

IWattles Garden Park which is located south of the shaft site near Curson Avenue 

contains approximately 3 acres of landscaping and ornamental plants. The Department of 

I 
Parks and Recreation estimated that park irrigation would need an average of one inch of 
rainfall per week. This estimate is equivalent to 10 gpm or 14,000 gpd. 

IBecause the Wattles Garden Park is located adjacent to Curson Avenue which has a 
discharge location (see Section 5.2.2), 10 gpm of the dewatering flows could be diverted to 

Ithe Park for landscape irrigation. A storage tank will need to be installed by the MTA at 
the park for this purpose. It may be possible to sell this water to the Department of Parks 

I 
and Recreation for a fee (say, at half the price of MWD water). This option will allow 

approximately 2 percent of the dewatered flows to be used for irrigation. The bulk of the 

Idewatered flows, however, would be discharged to the storm drain system on Curson 
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SECTION 6 

ICONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

I A projected steady-state dewatering flow of 500 gpm (720,000 gpd) is expected from 

the construction of Mid-Line Vent Shaft in the Santa Monica mountains. The stan-up 

Iflow rate may be as high as 1,500 gpm. 

I. The shaft site is located in the Santa Monica mountains outside the boundaries of the 

ULARA Watermaster' s jurisdiction, and hence the dewatering operation will not 

Irequire approval from the Watermaster. 

The hydrogeology of the shaft site indicates that the groundwater quality may change in 

Iterms of mineral content, as the excavation progresses from the top (Chico formation) 

to the bottom (Plutonic formation). A decreasing concentration of the mineral 

constituents is expected. 

Dewatering flows may be high in suspended solids and slightly above discharge limits 

Ifor BOD. A settling tank will need to be installed to handle flows of up to 1.500 gpm 

for suspended solids treatment. Site topography and space limitations will need to be 

Iconsidered in placement of the dewatering pumps and the settling tank. 

I. The potential for spreading is limited because of the requirements for a large land area, 

uncertainties regarding surface permeability and possible "recirculation" of the 

I 
dewatering flows. Depending on the permeability of the chosen area, land area as large 

as 241 acres may be required, the cost for which would be prohibitively expensive. 

IIrrigation reuse for non-landscaping areas is discouraged by the Department of Parks 

and Recreation because of the potential for increased vegetation that would demand 

Iincreased vigilance due to fire hazards. 

I 
I 
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City. In this case, costs for pumping and construction of pilot holes will be 

approximately $100,000. If a dedicated pipeline is constructed within the tunnel, the 

Icost will increase by $250,000. 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. The critical constraints in the recharge of dewatered flows by spreading is the 

availability of adequate spreading grounds and ensuring that there is no "re-entry" of 

the spread water into the shaft site. Both these factors need further investigation, and 

Ibased on the limited scope of this study, this option is not recommended. It may be 

costly to purchase the land needed for spreading. Also, extensive treatment may be 

Irequired to meet permitting requirements for spreading since groundwater sampling 

results indicated that radionuclides and certain minerals including Boron exceeded the 

maximum contaminant levels for groundwater recharge. 

Use of the dewatered flows for irrigation of natural vegetation within the vicinity of the 

IRunyon Canyon Park is not feasible because the Department of Parks and Recreation 

prohibits this practice due to fire hazards. The only possible location is the Wattles 

IGarden Park, however, only 2% (approximately 10 gpm) of the project dewatering 

flows would be needed for the landscaping. 

Discharging to the sanitary sewer is expensive because of the costly sewer facility 

I 

charge ($518,000) assessed by the City of Los Angeles. The City would also 

discourage this discharge due to high flows which may burden its existing 8 inch sewer 

main along Solar Drive. Although the discharge location is the closest, this alternative 

Iis not recommended because of permitting constraints and cost. 

I. Discharge to a storm drain that is connected to the Los Angeles River is possible, only 

if a tunnel route exists to transport the water from the shaft to the Universal City outfall 

I 
location. The prudence of executing this option is justified only if an existing pipeline 
within the tunnel can be used, since construction of a new pipeline for this purpose 

(9000 feet) can be prohibitively expensive. Discharge of the dewatering flows via the 

IUniversal City outfall must be covered by the MTA's Project-wide NPDES Permit 
through an amendment. Based on the present construction schedule however, the AL 

I 
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Table 3 

Mid-Line Ventilation Shaft - Segment 3 
Discharge Alternatives for Dewatered Flows 

- a - 

Discharge Agencies Involved Constraints Approximate Permits Required Comments 
Alternatives Construction Costs 

and Fees 

1. Discharge to City of L.A. Bureau of 1. Existing sewer main on Sewer facility charge, Sewer Facility Permit, I. Negotiation with Bureau of 
City of L.A. Engineering & Bureau of Solar Dr. may not be annual inspection fee, Resurfacing "A Permit", Sanitation in order to discharge 
Sanitary Sewer on Sanitation, LADWP, L.A. capable of accepting surcharge fee, and Approval from City of L.A. flows into sanitary sewer 
Solar Drive Dept. of Parks & Rec. additional flow, construction costs: Bureau of Sanitation, DWP, system. 

(LADPR) and Street 2. Pumping of dewatered LADPR. 2. Negotiation with LADWP and 
Maintenance Division. flows is required. $532,000 LADPR regarding the 

construction of temporary pipe 

__________________ ___________________________ along access road. 

2. Discharge to RWQCB, City of L.A. 

__________________________ 

I. Pumping of dewatered 

____________________ 

Associated fees and 

___________________________ 

NPDES Permit, Storm Drain 1. Negotiation with the RWQCB 
City of L.A. Storm Bureau of Engineering & flows is required. construction & Connection Permit, regarding NPDES permit. 
Drain System Bureau of Sanitation, 2. Construction of pumping costs: Resurfacing "A Permit", 2. Negotiation with LADWP and 
(Ballona Creek) on LADWP, LADPR, Street approximately 1200 feet approval from Bureau of LADPR regarding the 
Larmar Ave. Maintenance Division, State of pipeline. $135,000 Sanitation, LADWP, construction of temporary pipe 

DHS. LADPR, and State DHS. along access road and park 
property. 

3. Discharge to RWQCB, City of L.A. I. Construction of Associated fees and NPDES Permit, LACFCD I. Negotiation with the RWQCB 
LACFCD Storm Bureau of Engineering, approximately 3000 feet construction costs: Connection Permit, regarding NPDES permit. 
Drain System LACFCD, LADPR, Street of pipeline. Resurfacing "A Permit", 2. Negotiation with LADPR 
(Ballona Creek) on Maintenance Division, State $100,000 approval from Bureau of regarding the construction of 
Curson Ave. DHS. Engineering, LADPR, and temporary pipe in park 

County OHS (for landscape property. 
irrigation). 3. Negotiation with LACFCD in 

order to discharge dewatered 
flows into storm drain system. 
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Alternative 5: Discharge flows into tunnel alignment below shaft site. 

Construction (dedicited pipeline for 9,000 feet) and pumping costs = $242,760 

However, the cost estimate should be based on the assumption that the contractor is 
responsible for discharging the flows once they are transferred to the excavated tunnel alignment. 
Therefore, only select items are evaluated: 

Drilling of Pilot Holes = $40,000 
Encase Pilot Holes = $IS,760 
Total of Direct Costs = $55,760 

Indirect Costs (14% of Direct) = $7,806 

Total (Direct and Indirect Costs) = $63,566 

Pumping for 3 years = $26,500 

Based on a three year dewatering period and the above assumptions, the adjusted 
approximate cost is $100,000. 
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Alternative 5: Discharge flows into tunnel alignment below shaft site. I 

L- 
Assumeflowis72o,000gpd, equivalentto 1.11 cfs. 

£ Assumetheconstructionof24"PVCenàasedpilotholestotransferwaterfromshaft 
surface to excavated tunnel alignment below. Proposed pilot holes are 800 feet in depth. - 

Assume the construction of an abo'e-grade 6" PVC along tunnel alignment to the discharge point at Universal City Station. Approximate length is 9000 feet. Assume pipe is flowingfiull. 

O&M cost estimates are needed for this alternative. 
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Atteniative 1: Discharge to existing sanitaiy sàer. . 

- - 
r Assume flow is 2,200,000 gpd, equivalent to 3.34 cfs. This is the estimated flow for the 

r first four weeks of pumping. After the initial period, the flow is expected to stabilize at 
720,000gpdorl.11cfs. -----I-- 

UseS"PVCtoconnecttoexistingmanhole300feetaway. ThepipewiHbeplacedfour 
r feet below-grade along the unpaved LADWP access road. The pipe is to connect to a an - 
- existing manhole on Solar Drive, therefore approximately 20 feet of paved road will be 

trenched andresurficed. AssumepipeasflowmgfWt 

Assuinel2feetofheadforpumpingrequirements. Theexistingmanholeisonahigher 
elevation than the proposed shalt. 

r O&Mcostestiznatesareneededforthisalternative. 
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Mteniative 2: Discharge to existing storm drain on Larmar Ave. r - 
- - 

t . Assume flow is 2,200,000 gpd, equivalent to 3.34 cfs. This is the estimated flow for the 
r first four weeks of pumping. After the initial period, the flow is expected to stabilize at 

r720,000gpdortltcfs. 
- 

F .. Use a 12" Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) to connect to the existing catch basin 1400 feet - r away on Lmar Ave. In the first segment (4O feet), the pipe will be placed four feet below- 
r gradealongtheunpavedLADWP. Enthesecondsegment(45afeet), thepipe(CMP)wil%be 

placed above grade on a steep downhill-slope. Also.in the second segment the pipe will cross 
a 12 foot wide paved road. ,For that 12 foot stretch, the pit. will be placed below grade. In 
the final segment (500 feet), the pipe will be placed tour feet below-grade along Lamiar Ave. - 
(paved street) to the connection point at an e,ósting catch basin. - 

Forthis alternative, assume 20 feet of head for pumping requirements from the shaft site 
to the ridge 450 feet east of the site. From the ridge to the point of discharge (950 feet), - 
assume gravitational flow. Assume pipe is flowing fisH. - 

O&M cost estimates are needed for this ahernative. 
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_____ 
I 
Alternativti Discharge to existing storm drain on Curson Ave. 

___ p ___ 
' 

- 
..,4(,,,,,..4 

I_________ Mme flow is 2,200,000 gpd, equivalent to 3.34 cfs. Ths is the estimated flow for the = - 
first four weeks of pumping. After the initial period, the flow is expected to stabilize at - - -" - - __________ 

I 720,000gpdorl.itcfs. I.c_--, -_______ ,--... - 
___________ -- ________ 

4 
Assume a 12" Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMI') throughout alignment. Assume pipe is 

-- ' .. _______________ - ________________ flowingflsll. . cAE . ______ ______ 
Assume gravitational flow for the entire 3000 alignment from the shaft site to the catch - - .2Z5 - - - 

basin on Curson Ave. In the first segment (2200 feet), an above-gradd CMP pipe will be - - - - - __________ - __________ - 
ks. placed from the shaft site to Curson Ave/Wattles Dr. In the second segment (800 feet), a 

below-grade pipe will be placed along Curson Ave. (paved street) to the cónnectionpoint at 
anexistingcatchbasin. . 

.-a : estimates are needed for this alternative 
__l 
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Alternative 4: Discharge to proposed spreadin basin. 

f . Assume flow is 2,200,000 gpd, equivalent to 3.34 ci's. This is the estimated flow for the 

f first four weeks of pumping. After the initial period, the flow is expected to stabilize at 

720,000gpdorlllcfs 

. Assume above-grade 12" Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) throughout the 300 feet 

alignment Assume pipe is flowing MI Assume gravitational flow for the entire alignment 

from the shaft site to the proposed spreading basin below. 

- . Estimate cost for the construction of afi 'e foot high compacted dirt berm to be erected 

surroundingproposed5Oftx3Oftspieadingbasih. 

. O&Mcostestimatessreneededforthis1terflative. 
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